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HJ Virtual Touchpad is a reliable application deisgned to enable you to type like a pro in just
minutes! HJ Virtual touchpad packs a number of advanced features to make on-screen typing faster,
easier and more accurate. Make full use of your touch-screen PC (Tablet PC, UMPC, Panel PC,
Car PC, Touchmonitor, Kiosk) or type with a mouse quickly and efficiently! HJ Virtual Touchpad
Features: ● Support Vertical and Horizontal Scrolling (Mouse Keys feature also enabled) ●
Support for Multi-touch interface (capable of detecting the quantity of the touch) ● User Friendly
UI with easy to locate features ● Auto-complete for speed typing ● Determination of most
common words during each typing session ● Undo and Redo commands ● Create texts for sharing
over the internet (especially with email clients) ● Save your typing data for future use ● Dynamic
typing user interface ● Captures text without the requirement to click the button ● Ability to view
Touch sequences ● Ability to save all your typing sequences (time-stamp activated) ● Ability to
backup the typing data (just in case something goes wrong) ● Ability to restore any data from the
backup ● Ability to auto-detect all the touch sequences from each typing session (all which were
previously saved by clicking the button) ● Ability to manually type from an opened file or
documents ● Ability to start typing over any previously created text sequences ● Text sharing
support ● App Store availability ● Support for Wi-Fi connection ● Multilingual support: English,
German, Spanish, French and more! ● More than 50 languages total are supported ● Easily share
any touch sequences to your friends via email! ● Two different touch modes (Mouse Keys & touch
screen) ● Quick and easy tutorial for help to setup your virtual mouse ● Ability to change the
mouse colors to your liking ● Ability to configure mouse speed and double click time ● Mouse
Keys feature to make the mouse respond when you press ALT+CTRL+Mouse Keys ● Blue&White
mouse backgrounds to choose from ● 7 different mouse colors to choose from ● Undo/Redo
mechanism ● Menu for choosing other mouse settings such as mouse speed, double click time etc.
● Add and remove mouse keys ● Configure keyboard shortcuts ● HJ Virtual Touchpad
Screenshots: See screenshots attached and
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----------- HJ Virtual Touchpad is a fully functional, touch-screen application that enables you
to type on-screen like a pro Working efficiency HJ Virtual Touchpad enables you to use a touchscreen as an external mouse and keyboard. To do that, you can use the virtual keyboard (thanks to
the on-screen keyboard) or the mouse to move the text cursor. The virtual keyboard is designed to
be a faster and more accurate alternative to your physical keyboard. This application is designed for
touch-screen panels that are capable of supporting a fullscreen touch-screen application. The onscreen keyboard is the first touch-screen keyboard that actually works! HJ Virtual Touchpad
Features: ----------------------------- - A quick and easy on-screen desktop typing experience - Works
with any monitor or touch-screen device - Touch-screen panels that are capable of displaying a fullscreen application (Tablet PC, UMPC, Panel PC, Car PC, Touchmonitor, Kiosk) - Mouse
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functionality: movements and typing on the touch screen - Virtual keyboard with 10 languages. If
you don't have your languages on your touch screen, don't worry about that! - On-screen keyboard
with layout options for, English, French, German, Spanish, Italian, Dutch, Portuguese, Swedish,
Polish, Russian. More languages to come very soon! - Switch between virtual keyboard and mouse
using the mouse pad function - Automatic language selection - Customize text size - Supports the
Braille Profile - Move text cursor with your finger - Auto-correction - Common word suggestions Context-aware text prediction - Supports portrait and landscape mode - Supports most major touchscreen devices - Windows XP, 2000, Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, 10 (32-bit/64-bit) - Other similar applications
(not listed here) require that the monitor screen coordinates be manually set in the mouse settings.
That is not the case with HJ Virtual Touchpad. On-screen typing with HJ Virtual Touchpad is done
by "hj-dpi". The same as for computer screen coordinates. HJ Virtual Touchpad Version History:
------------------------------- HJ Virtual Touchpad 1.0: This version of HJ Virtual Touchpad is free of
charge and supports the following: English, French, German, Italian, Dutch, Portuguese and Spanish
as the default language, 10 09e8f5149f
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HJ Virtual touchpad is a reliable application designed to enable you to type like a pro in just
minutes! HJ Virtual touchpad is a revolutionary solution to the problem of loss of data while
switching between touch-screen and keyboard. HJ virtual touchpad is a fast and reliable solution to
the problem of being forced to wait in line for the touch-screen and keyboard PC user interfaces.
While using a touch-screen and keyboard PC, touch-screen PC users are forced to wait in line while
using the keyboard. HJ virtual touchpad can bypass this problem as HJ virtual touchpad provides a
way of using a keyboard and touch-screen PC at the same time! HJ virtual touchpad is a fully
functional alternative to existing solutions such as: Dual Keyboard and touch-screen PC - use a
touch-screen PC with a keyboard connected in parallel and use both simultaneously without
switching. Touch Keyboard - use a touch-screen PC with a keyboard connected in series. Windows
7 has two touch-screen PC user interface that both users experience in the same time. Multi-touchscreen PCs have become popular thanks to the sharp increase in the number of touch-screen PC
users. Each of them uses one user interface at a time. Touch keyboard PC users suffer from the
aforementioned problem that requires them to wait in line for the touch-screen PC user interface.
HJ virtual touchpad is a touch-screen PC user interface offering both touch-screen PC and keyboard
PC users the ability to simultaneously use both in the same time. HJ virtual touchpad is a reliable
application deisgned to enable you to type like a pro in just minutes! HJ Virtual touchpad packs a
number of advanced features to make on-screen typing faster, easier and more accurate. Make full
use of your touch-screen PC (Tablet PC, UMPC, Panel PC, Car PC, Touchmonitor, Kiosk) or type
with a mouse quickly and efficiently! HJ virtual touchpad Features: 100% universal. HJ virtual
touchpad is guaranteed to work with PCs running Windows XP, Vista, 7 or 8. Native package. No
need to install anything before using. Fully functional. HJ virtual touchpad enables you to use touchscreen PC with your keyboard. 100% mouse-free. You don't have to click on a button or even touch
the touchpad like a mouse. Easy to use. HJ virtual touchpad requires no
What's New In?

- Use your physical finger or a stylus for on-screen "typing". - Smooth cursor tracking. - Double-tap
to select text. - Mouse-like scrolling. - The ability to choose different home positions and pre-setting
for default pointer options. - Touchpad or Mouse emulation. - Super-fast text selection. - Easy to
use. - Perfectly viewable in 1280 x 800 - No installation required. Please take note that this software
may cause the brightness of your Touch screen to change when you use the HJ Virtual Touchpad.
PrismSky TV PC Magician is a powerful, reliable, and easy-to-use television viewer for Windows
XP and higher. It is a good choice for watching live TV, recordings, and video and photo
slideshows. The program will support most popular television standards including DVB-T, DVB-C,
ATSC, DVB-S2, and FMS. It also supports many recording formats such as AVI, MPEG-1,
MPEG-2, DVD, VCD and other media formats. HJ Virtual Touchpad - Programme Create a library
is a professional application designed specifically to the creation and management of a hardware
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library with the unique HJ Virtual Touchpad. It can help store HJ Virtual Touchpad information and
help you create the most suitable layout. HJ Virtual Touchpad-Program hjtv touch is a professional
application designed specifically to the creation and management of a hardware library with the
unique HJ Virtual Touchpad. HJ Virtual Touchpad-Program hjtv touch can help store HJ Virtual
Touchpad information and help you create the most suitable layout. It can take full advantage of HJ
Virtual Touchpad hardware, it is the best hjvirtualtouchpad hj video touchpad software for laptop
HJ Virtual Touchpad. HJ Virtual Touchpad - Programme hjvirtualtouchpad driver works very
well.Programhjvirtualtouchpad driver supports to install Driver for windows
XP,7,8,8.1,Vista,7,8,8.1,10,32-64bit OS operating system and all of the versions. HJ Virtual
Touchpad-Program HjVirtualTouchpad is very easy to install. You can install the application to
create the best experience for HJ Virtual Touchpad. Then you can remove the application when you
finish using it. HJ
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System Requirements For HJ Virtual Touchpad:

Windows Mac OSX A PC with a Nvidia video card (Nvidia GTX 580, Nvidia GTX 680, Nvidia
GTX690) or AMD equivalent video card (AMD HD 7950, AMD HD 7970, AMD HD 7970).
Processor: Intel Core i5-750 Intel Core i5-760 Intel Core i5-870 Intel Core i7-870 Intel Core i5-960
Intel Core i7-970 Intel Core i7-980 AMD Ryzen 3 1300X
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